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In Our f2nd Year

House Burns
Saturday Night
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Murray. Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 11, 1971

Administration Reportedly
Planning Business Tax Cut

The Murray Fire Department
answered a call to a house fire on
the Old Murray and Paris Road
on Saturday at 8:40 p.m.
The house was destroyed in the
fire and was reported to have
been owned by Cecil Outland. The
firemen used the booster to deep
the flames from spreading. This
fire was out of the city limits, but
fireinen were granted permission
to go by Mayor Holmes Ellis.
They were back at the fire station
by 9:45 p.m.
Later at 10:45 p.m. the firemen
were called to the home of Mac
Crouch, 1629 Hamilton. This warai
the
gases from
amonia
refrigerator and the firemen used
the exhaust fan to remove the
gases from the house. The
firemen were back at the station
by 11:30 p.m.
Sunday at 5:15 p.m. the
firemen answered a call to the
home of Raphael Jones, 1506
Sycamore Street. This was a
(Continued on Page Eight)

WASHINGTON (UPI)—PrItsident Nixon, faced with the
nine years, today was reported
ithe
i
highest unemployment rate
high
ready to cut business texas a bid to revitalize the economy.
plan, likely to be made Public
Administration sources
late today, after the New Yenil Stock Exchange closes, has been
under consideration for several weeks. But Friday's revelation
that unemployment for December hit 6 per cent - 4.6 million out
of work - apparently spurred.the President into moving ahead
with the program_
Treasury Secretary David M. Kennedy and Paul W. McCracken, chairman of the president's Council of Economic
-Advisers, scheduled a news conference for this afternoon, apparently to discuss the new plan.
The plan, according to administration sources, is to give
businesses moe liberal tax deductions for depreciation.
Under present law, businessmen can deduct from their
taxable income the amount their plant or equipment diminished
in value because of wear or age. The Treasury issues
. to determine timamount which may be claimed as
'guidelines"
'guidelines
theof useful life of business harddepreciztion for each year
_
ware.
SourOes- said the flew proposal would permit a more rapid
depreciation write-off than allowed in the current regulations.
Businesses, then, would get an immediate tax cut which the
administration hopes will stitnuLate spending, new jobs and a
general economic upturn.

Shower Planned For
The Outland Family

Benton Woman Killed In
Collision Saturday Night

Burglars Strike
At Three Local
Homes Saturday
Gantt Now Over $2100 In Cash And
Booty TakenAt-One Home
Serving
calloway
With ACT Breakin Occurs,

Three homes in
County were entered on Saturday
night, according to the Sheriff
Clyde Steele._
H. C. Charlton of the Crossland
community reported the theft of
vault with $1400 and important
papers in it, a television set
valued at 1700, and a shotgun
valued'at $40.00. The Charltons
were reported visiting neighbors
nearby when the theft occurred.
The Z. C. Enix home in the
Kingswood Subdivision was also
entered on Saturday night. They
were reported to have been
spending the weekend in
Lexington.
Taken from the Enix home
were a colored tereviston, stereo'
equipment, watches, ring,
change in a bank, clock, and
other items.
Also entered was a Morton
home at Taylor's Store. Morton
said three shotguns were stolen.
They were not at home at the
time of the robbery.
Kentucky State Dettetive
Walter Mosher is. --assisting
Sheriff Clyde Steele and Deputy
Sheriff Maurice Wilson in the
investigation of three home
thefts.

Wilson Gantt, dean of Admissions at Murray State
University, has begun serving a
2-year term as a member of the A buffer and eighty dollars in
/
21
money was reported stolen from
national ACT Corporation.
Effective this month, he was the Cain & Trees Motor Sales at
selected by the Kentucky Council Five Points, according to the
on Public Higher Education as investigating report filed by the
Kentucky's representative in the Murray Pohre Department this
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden Bogard
corporate organization that morning at 643 a.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden
governs the operation of The The police report said the Souls
Bogard of Murray Route Three
American College Testing Buffer was valued at about
will celebrate their fiftieth
Program ( ACT). His term runs 830.00. About $30.00 in money was
A household shower for Mr. and
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Mrs. Hillman Outland whose
from Jan. 1, 1971, to June 30, 1973. taken from the drink machine
and
two
husband
The ACT Program is a non- which had been broken open and
January 17, at their home from home and contents were
The
A Benton woman is dead ad Hospital.
about ;50.00 from the candy
two to four p.m.
destroyed by fire in December five other persons were littered in 'sons were expected to be profit corporation providing
machine which had also been
to
year
each
services
from
the
Benton
educational
dismissed
.S.
on
collision
seven
headon
at
two
a
car
Thursday
All friends and relatives of the will be held
open, according to the
broken
million
one
ly
_
approximate
today.
Hospital
to attend the -71aiit the horned:Met. Flossie Highway 641 at the south city
report.
'police
secondary
Mrs.Curtlire. tioran, age 71, of t•Triple are invited
18,000
nearly
are
Cole
both
students,
Outland, 1303 Vine Street, limits.of Benton at 7:38 pail. "Hannah and
Sunday at 11:28 pm. -Cal
611 Maple Avenue, Mayfield, ipen house.
Saturday, according to the listed inisatisfactbry condition at schools, and more than 1,800
Murray.
of 1509 Johnson, Murray,
Luther
mother of Curits Wayne Doran of The couple was married on
education.
higher
of
oway
County
Muitay-tall
institutions
the
their
and
Benton City Police.
Mr. and Mrs. Outland
the theft of a Sears tape
reported
Murray, passed away Sunday at January 12, 1921, at Murray. five children recently moved to
they
where
thisl•witing
Dead is Mrs. Russell ( Patricia Hospital
" As' an ACT Cnrporation player and tapes from his car
2:45 p.m. at the Community Edgar Wilkerson, Joy Bogard,
Aim° from Nashville, Tenn. Ann)Edwardsof Benton. Injured were transferred after receiving
Hospital, Mayfield. Mrs. Doran and Charlie Bogard were the Household and linen items are were her husband, Russell Ed- emergency treatment at the member, Gantt succeeds Elbert parked at the Cheri Theatre
W. Ockerman, dean. of Ad- parking lot. The theft occurred
underwent surgery about a attendants. Rev. Thomas Shelton needed by the family who plan to wards and their two sons, Russell Benton Hospital.
missions and registrar at the between 7:30 and 1.1;10.p.m., the
month ago and has been in performed
marriage move into a trailer at their home Franklin, age seven, and James
the
ity of Kentucky. Before police report said.
sophornoie-at
Univer
24,a
age
time.
Hannah,
that
since
condition
critical
ceremony.
Chad, age fifteen months, all of
site soon.
suffered a‘the
State,
;
ion of Gantt, the Ken- The police cited one person for
Murray
The deceased, the former
Benton, Fleetis Hannah of
°until had extended fleeing a police officer, public
t
multiple
head,
the
to
laceration
Lorene Farmer, was a charter Mr. Bogard is the son of the late
WORK DAY PLANNED
Louisville and Phillip Allen Cole
a contusion to the Ockerman's three-year term drunkenness, and disorderly
and
abrasions,
member of the Northside Church Fletcher Bogard and Liddie
both students at
The wtn of the Seventh and of Hardin,
Holland Bogard. Mrs. Bogard is
elbow. Cole, age 25, also a through Dgc. 31, 1970, ". . . in conduct over the weekend.
of Christ in Mayfield.
Murray State University. have
will
Christ
of
ch
his important ACT
State sophomore, recogniti
She is survived by her husband, the daughter of the late Guss Poplar
Mrs,Edwards died Saturdarel; Luray
d_iaskarlaaaaaa
a fracture of teonrm
a work day at the church opening
stained
Mr. Doran: a son, Curtis Wayne, Miller and Dora Smith Miller.
11:10 p.m. at the Wester&Baptisf
ten
at
study
term as one of
Bible
weekly
a
multiple
just
the
completed
with
and
shoulder
of Murray; one brother, Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Bogard have
Hospital after being transferred
six corporation members making
Farmer of Mayfield; two sisters, eight children. Four sons are a.m. A potluck luncheon will be there from the Benton Murenipal lacerations,
up the Steering Committee for
Mrs. W. A. Kemp of Louisville Ralph and Rudell of Murray, served at noon. The women will
and Mrs. Henry Austin of Paul of Murray Route Six, and quilt, mend clothes, etc.
The Benton Police said the the ACT Program.
a.
Two traffic collisions were
Palmersville, Tenn.; four Tommy of Dexter Route One.
accident occurred in front of the _A 1951 graduate of Murra)(N.
grandchildren, Mrs. William Four daughters are Mrs. Howard
J. C. Jones' home on U. S. High- State University, Gantt also Mrs. Mollie Rogers died investigated by the Murray
Westerfield of Lafayette,. La., Johnson of Hardin, Mrs. Odell
way 641 south of Benton between earned his MA degree in Sunday at seven a.m, at the Police Department on Saturday.
Steve Doran, Marilyn Doran, and Hicks, Mrs. Glen Sheppard, and
a 1969 Ford Mustang driven by education from Murray State. He Westvievv Nursing Home. She No injuries were reported.
David H. Lassiter of Hazel and Cole and a 1969 Dodge driven by had served as registrar at that was 84 years of age.
Amy Doran, all of Murray; two Mrs. Bobby Cunningham, all of
Cars involved in a collision at
-•
Hal E. Nance of Murray are now Edwards. Hannah was a institution since 1963, and was The Murray woman was the 3:13 p.m. were a 1965 Pontiac
great grandchildren.
Murray Route Three.
Travelers warning due to fog.„ taking their recruit training with
The funeral will be on Tuesday
in the Cole car, and named dean of Admissions in the wife of the late Noah Rogers and four door station wagon driven by
couple has Considerable heavy fog giving the U.11. Navy at Great Lakes; passenger
at 2:00 p.m, at the Northside The anniversary
and the two spring of 1970. Prior to 1963 he was a member of the Salem Christine Maddox Hancock of
Edwards
Mrs.
grandchildren and hazardous driving conditions
They entered the service in children were with her husband. had been director of the Baptist Church. She was born 1107 Elm Street, Murray, and.a
Churth of Christ, Mayfield, with twenty-two
n.
much of area until mid-morning. December.
Bro. John Hoover and Bro. ten great grandchildre
Mrs. Edwards, age 26, is University High School in August 8, 1886, in Calloway 1962 Pontiac two door sedan
cloudy this - Lassiter is the son of Mr. and survived by her husband and two Murray.?
Alonzo Williams officiating.
County and was the daughter of driven by Lennis Ward of 214
Mr. Board is retired from -Otherwise mostly
Pallbearers will be James construction work. They are both morning becoming partly cloudy Mrs. W. D. Lassiter ef Hazel and sons,: her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ttq late Robert B. Stockes and Woodlawn, Murray.
Police said Ward, going north
Wylie, Nolan Ray, Willie Harris, members of the Ledbetter this afternoon. Scattered light is married to the,f6riner Cheryl Frank Barker, her grandparents. Gantt is active in the American Ella Swift Stokes.
of tkillegiate Mrs. Rogers is survived by on Woodltwn, failed to see the
rains. mostly during mor- Diane Jackson: They have one Mr. and Mrs. Roy Barker and Association
Arol Gough, Wendell Cox, and Baptist Church.
ning. Mostly cloudy tonight and son, Rodney Allen, age six Mrs. Etta Bailey, all of Benton' Registrars _ and Admissions Of- three daughters, Mrs. A. M. Hancock car going east on Poplar
Fremont Blume. Entombment
Tuesday with scattered light rain months. He is a graduate of Route Six; one brother, Ronnie ficers, and is the immediate past (Mae) Thomas, Mrs. H. B. Street. Damage to the Hancock
will be in the Highland Park
mainly north and east portion Buchanan High School and at- Barker, Benton Route Six. She president of the Kentucky branch (Chettie;
Cemetery, Mayfield, with the Murray Branch of AAUW
Howard,_ and Mrs. car was on the left side and to the
tonight. Light snow possibly tended Murray State University. was a member of the Briensburg of that association.
arrangements by the Roberts
Bradburn (Opal) Hale, all of Ward car on the right front.
Saturday at 5:30 a.m. the 1964
mixed with rain early Tuesday. Nance is the son of Mrs. Joe W. Church of Christ.
Hear Willard Ails
Funeral Home of Mayfield,
Murray; one son, V. Alton Rogers
h: two sisters, Mrs. Ford four door sedan owned ,by
.
padue
A native of Calloway
Highs today 40s to low 50s. Lows Smith of Murray and Paschall
where friends may call.
-The Murray Branch of the tonight upper 20s and lower 30s. Nance. He is a graduate of Funeral services will be held Uantt first taught at Sharpe High Rudy Wright of Memphis, Tenn., Hiram R. Towery, Jr., of
of
Association
American
Highs Tuesday upper 30s and 40s. Murray High School and attended Tuesday at one p.m. at the Collier School in Marshall County. After and Mrs. Eliith Morton of Lynn Escatawapa, Miss., was left with
he was
University.. Women *ill meet
Murray State University.
Funeral Home, Benton, with Bro. serving in World War II
Grove; one brother, Robert motor running at the Holiday Inn.
Tuesday, January 12, at 7:30 p.m.
During their eleven weeks at Gerald Baker and Bro. Brown principal of Fulton High Schosil. Stokes of Redbud, Ill.; three
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Police said the car rolled back
at the home of Mrs. Frank
The (4antts have two --ions, grandchildren.
Precipitation likely over state "boot camp", Lassiter and Grover officiating.
and hit a mobile home owned by
Kodman, Glendale Road.
Vernon and James. Vernon, 26, Ftineral services were held this the Murray Moblie Homes, HighThursday and mainly central and Nance will be taught the funFriday. Slight rise damentals of Navy life. In- Burial will be in the Walnut cumpleted his PhD in speech in morning at eleven o'clock at th( way 641 South.
portions
east
Willard Ails, president of the
Damage to the car was on the
in temperatures Wednesday struction includes televised class Grove Cemetery in Marshall the spring of 1970 and is teaching
of the Max Churchil
Calloway County Council on Drug through Friday. Highs mainly in work as well as practical training County with the arrangements by at Western Illinois University. chapel
with Rev.. Jamet front and to the mobile home on
Home
Funeral
The
speaker.
belhe
Abuse, will
the 30s Wednesday rising to the in gunoery, seamanship, fire the Collier Funeral .Hume where James, 21, is a senior at -Murray Bean officiating.
the front part.
topic for discussion will be "The 40s east and low 50s west Friday. fighting, ship work, and military friends may call.
sate with a major in chemistry. Pallbearers were Clifford, Tax
Community and Drug Abuse".
Lbws in the teens east to low 20s teamwork. A physical fitness
and Onyx Rogers, Edwin sine
We read and hear much of this All. members are urged to west Wednesday rising to the mid program rounds out the training,Haley Stokes,011ie Williams, and
.
business of "not wanting to get
20s east and mid 30s west Friday. a spokesman said.
Carlos Crouth.
attend.
example
involved". The classic
Burial was in the Salem
some months ago was the girl
Cemetery with the arrangements
who was stabbed to death in a
by the Max Churchill Funeral Frank Hall of Bell City was
apartment area,
crowded
claimed by death Saturday at six
Home.
By Dwain MeIntiiifi-- lighe comedy for this year.
the
screaming all the time for help,
retain
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p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
striving
"While
"Campus Lights," one of the
but to no avail. The killer stalked
County Hospital. He was 91 years
oldest and best-known campus same basic 'Campus Lights'
her over a period of fifteen or
of age. ,
musical traditions in the cciiintry, appeal of past years, we have put
twenty minutes and the residents
is now in rehearsals at Murray more theater into it by creating
The deceased was a retired
of the area all heard her frantic
State University for the 1971 more real characters and
farmer and a member of the Bell
exhe
calls for help, buil none gave help
sterotypes,"
avoiding
version Feb. 18-20.
City Church of Christ. He was
because they "did not want to get
plained.
born in Graves County on
and
Written, performed
involved".
Lead roles will be played by
February M, 1879, and was the
directed by students in the music Kathy Berry. Murray senior,
son of the late Bill Hall and Addepartment at Murray State, the Diok Stevens; Rantoul, Ill.„
dline Jones Hall. His- wife died in
annual production is in its 34th senior, and Hugh Griffith, Detroit
We were reading some comments
1961.
year. Local chapters of two sophomore.
of Gerald Jaggers in the Kew.
fraternities—
music
month
this
professional
Journal
School
The 91 year old man is survived
tucky
Musical arrangements for
Sigma Alpha luta and Phi Mu numbers included in the
by two daughters, Mrs. Atwood
and he quoted Martin Niemoller,
Alpha Sinforia—sponsor the preelection,' according to Jones,
Schrader of Sedalia and Mrs
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*low.
Burlie Dubline of Mayfield Route
interned in a Nazi concentration
were done by students and
and pine grandchildren.
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Niemoller was quoted as follows:
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from the show each
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Deaths reported are Gaylen It West, age 70, and Mrs.
Flora
Burt, age 68.
Murray and Calloway Coimty's outstanding young man of
1960
will be named at a banquet on January 31, according
to Lloyd
Boyd, chairman of the Junior Chamber of Commerce
DSA
committee.
•
The Murray High Tigers beat Benton 48 to 46, but the Calloway
County Lakers lost to Fulton City 55 to 43 in basketball.
C.M.flm4ict has retnenKhorne after spending three
months
with Musa,Trmnan Hendrick and family, in Hollandale,
Fla.
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The Week In Revism

20 Years Ago Today More, Pe)aft.iOhi Timetable
For Tf6op Withdrawal Given

BOOBY ElffilT—An instructor at the U.S. Marines' Land Mine and Warfare School
at Da /Ailing, South Vietnam, demonstrates how easy it is to run afoul of a booby
trap. Just an innocent piece of cloth . . and blooey!

Emphasis On Army Reserviist
st
Is Changing To Citizenship

A.A.1,51`4l

5L!:Ai

if

WHIRLPOOL

perform at military funerals, what we would do if the unit were
parades, ball games, and at such called up on active duty-train
HOPKINSVILLE, -Ky.,-The ,..eremonies
as Veterans Day and the troops." said Morris.
While the battalion is actively
Army Reservist has long been Fourth of July.
known as the "Citizen-Soldier." The battalion is currently engaged in these "community
Raymond Lary Copeland, James Patterson Sykes, Harry
pm • sty
ICuban crisis over submarines
pin
In the past years the emphasis showing a film entitled "The Trip relations" projects, all is not
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United Press International
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port as the men of the Hopkin- high schools. "The film," ex- Hopkinsville
Billy Preston Cain, Joe Davenport, Joe Pat Elkins, and Oliver
The Pentagon this weeksgave'good economically, Nixon
Tonite
8
said.
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McLenwire,Jr.,left January 9 for their physical examinations to more details on the timetable Washington sources said the sville battalion of the 100th plained Morris, "points out the Basketball league that was the
Division, U.S. Army Reserve, danger of drugs and how they can regular season champion and
giftthe U.S.',14avy. They are all students at Murray State or withdrawal from Vietnam. President
had picked Sen.
became proficient in their jobs as virtujil,ly destroy an individual flintier-up in the post season
Defense Secretary Melvin R. Robert J. Dole
to be chairman
1/1"3.
— Births reported include a girl to Mr:4-14,4irs.---aymond Laird gave May 1 as a goal for
edar
ed 06-thlint"re -tournament last year. This -ye
of the Republican National
- However,after reaching a peak hope that by showing the film we the team, coached by First
Outland on January 6 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Graham Rogers withdrawing "a major portion Committee.
Dole is a conservain skill and training, the unit is can educate the young and old Lieutenant Ronnie Scruggs and
A CANNON RILE
on January 8.
of our combat forces that have tive from
Kansas.
emphasizing the "citizen" part of alike on the danger of drugs." Staff Sergeant Austin Young, is
Miss Doris Marie McCallon was married to Hiram Thofrias a combat responsibility or a
A building housing some
its nickname. Inheeping with an
Riley on January 6 at the Methodist parsonage at Kirksey.
combat assignment,!' A Penta- offices
Morns said that the film had again one of the top teams in the
171
and apartments of the Army-eriell"c
ommunity
In high school basketball Lynn Grove over Kirksey, Almo over ,gon spokesman said the present
already
been shown to Christian league. The team set a league
---- Soviet diplomatic mission in
relations" program, the men of County High School with plans to scoring record December 21
Wingo, Hardin over New Concord,and Benton over Murray.
385.000 u. troops in Vietnam Washington was slightly
would be
the Reserve companies at show it to the other high schools when it poured in 155 points in
be cut- to about 285,000. maged Friday
by a pipe bomb
single contest
About 100.000 of those would be that was detonated againat's oplunsville and Princeton have in the area as soon as the
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Sergeant Major Miles sums up:
• rticipated in several programs schedule could be worked out.
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igned to better the cornTon ite II Tues.
security role.
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The U.S. command in Satg°
battalion has been mainly relations" best when he says that new00°
,4Moscow immediately made a unity.
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and the United
,Vibuneever liveth and believeth an me shall never die.-Jobir
American servicemen
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Princeton and in Hopkinsville. the Second Brigade of the 100th interested citizen in the cornA militant -JeWisk in
God's children do not he asleep for ages: they pass instantly
last year. IC began a new organization
Princeton's C Company, com- Division at Ft. Campbell. In April mun1ty. not just -a bunch of-men
was believed rt
Ana DOINT MINI/ 0111
into heaven. Shy,then,should we mourn for them'
.
program to combat drug use, sponsible.
manded by Captain Charles the unit will conduct similar in uniform for two days a month .x
Including operations to find
Davis, remodeled the building training for some 140 ROTC and for two weeks in the sumAmerican television rottridest
marijuana'fields which are to out
Murray State mer
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cigarette advertising.
Hopkinsville c•nponies gave a battalion will man the ranges
Isarged butler Luigi Anghinoni Vietnamese government.
In
Montevideo Tupamaro
five-hour black of instruction on while the cadets record fire with
Friday with stealing paintings
The Soviet Union said it no terrofists struck again this first aid at the Reserve Center, the M-14
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ind statuettes worth more than
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Jackson
the safety of Americans in
merit badges in first aid.
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sergeants and training officers'of the feeding and housing of the
art work over a period of time have
been protesting Soviet U.S. police advisor and a the four companies, included catItstS: during the
three days.
and painted replicas ip his' trials
of Jewish persons in Brazilian consul. The police protection of open wounds and
"Besides helping the cadets
loom at night. His employer,
advisor
was
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Leningrad. Soviet Jewish sourbleeding. care Of broken bones, prepare for their summer camp
Alberto Ferrino, 95, never
ce's said the trial ef nine Jews Red China and the NM treatment for shock, artificial and
Birthday of
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noticed the difference until his for
anti Soviet acta.,had• been government of Salvador • Al- respiration, burns, blisters, and
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various other types of aceldents. day exercise gives us practice in
had the flu. But we,stern Chile, established diplomatic Sergeant Major Bob Miles.
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Fins Premier of Canada
not
cultural nation; -with about XI
battalion in his civilian role,
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from other nations
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First Sergeant Aubrey Morris of
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NO FARE -Mn. Anne Melville, 23, Brighton. England.
paiks nci bag for a week's stay- in jail for riding in a
first class train compartment without a first class ticket
'because second class was filled UP. She was taken to
,court by the railroad and ordered to pay the fare plus
(anus costs. She refused and-was sentenced to jail. She'
•
was released after eight hours in jail when an unidenti. lied person paid her line. Said Mis. Melville: "I'm Ham''- log mad. I-went in as r-/TV:ITTer ttf
-now. trit4
has,nlined
•

t53 132

'6,000

$1,670
.
0.•••••
. ..
"-" 9447
°
150
"
.....
•
•
193
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$4.302/
•
gm beemorir•

1960

IMO

, SALES TAXES .made up nearly 30 per cent, of. state tax
revenues in fiscal 1669. says the Tax_Foundatiore Inc.
New York. in issuing this chart. In 34 of the 44-.-states
with 'Niles tasjS v.-a, the leading ,ourct_pf rLyenue.

personal fitness, and nature.
The unit helped to beautify the
community by participating with
the Hopkinsville Jaycees in their
-Do Something" campaign
against litter in the Hopkinsville
area. During their regular
Sunday drill in November. the
members of the four Hopkinsville
companies cleaned up the litter
on the banks of the Little River
where it flows through the main
part of town
Another area in which the
Reservists have always participated, but now have accelerated their efforts is the
-speakers bureau." This has
been expanded to include
speakers. projectionists showing
'films, and the color guards that

A thought for the day: Walt
Whitnn said, "Once fully
enslaved,.,no nation, state, city
of this ea44li ever afterward. .„
resumes its liberty....
\
Coirrsa i'lop
the Stars
an4 Stripe's so. the merican
flag Juew.14.1777.
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Kentucky and Tennessee
Are Looking to Saturday

NI(

INK

0
Street

Squires Bucks Romp Murray State Edged By
On Bullets East-Tennessee 6645.
Top Nets
Last Night

coring Duel Develops
rom Special Hula Rule

Southeastern conference leading scorers through games played Saturday, Jan. 9:
G. 'Pin. Ave.
Name
13 551 42.4
Neunamrn, Miss
12 350 29.2
Mengelt, Aub.
11 248 22.5
Sanders, ISU
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By DAVID MOFFIT
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Paul Silas leading the way with 66th annual Norge Ski Jump.
Florida State outslugged MiaSunday's Results
the North for two series of game's best defensive player.
scored eight a perfect 17 for 17.
Simpson
Ralph
POWEldrOAT RACE
first half and Operating at middle linebacker,
mi, 114-106, on Friday night and SERVICES TUESDAY
Memphis 114 Pittsburgh 106
of Denver's 15 overtime points Chicago scored 78 points in MIAMI (um—The power- plays each in the
SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio Utah 129 Floridians 116
9th-ranked Jacksonville crushed
made half a dozen unassistto help the Rockets to victory the second half to hand the boat team of Bright Stevenson each. had a hand in at least °Ile he
Miami, 124-82, on Saturday (UPI)—Funeral services were Virginia 117 New York 107
ed tackles and as many
scoring drive.
Julian ! Braves their 35th loss in 47
Cougars.
the
over
, S.C., and Bill Plunkett, who hit on li of 13 assisted ones.
night. Georgia Tech picked up planned Tuesday for Paul C. Denver 124 Carolina 118
topped Jr. of Columbia
Love
Hammond led Denver with a 4arnes. Bob
Zane of Miami, piloting a 20yards to be -There were o lot "At other
its 10th victory in 11 games by Warren, director of the Cleve- (Only games scheduled) •
Don
and
arid
season high 32 points
lTheago with 30 points
133
fo
th
m:
saea
p
,n
"The Southern!
named
craft
named
foot
outstanding great players out them" lisen
game's
beating Tulahe, 77-67, with Rich land Open professional golf
Monday's Games
teammate Larry Cannon added \lay was high for Buffalo with Gentleman, You-All," won the--10 other Utah at Indiana
sent John Etrockington of said modestly.
Yunkds matching his 28 point tournament and
paced the
Lehmann
George
31.
Orange Bowl 250' Speed Classic
Professional Golfers Associa- Kentucky vs. Memphis
average.
a5"- Ohio State over from two.yards And there were,
Cougars with 28 points, 24 of
Sunday.
at Nashville, Tenn
Georgia Tech, whose only loss tion tournaments, who died of a
them in the first half.
,.
was by two points to 11th- heart attack at the age of 53
I Only games scheduled)
the
in
night.
ure
Bonavent
St.
Saturday
ranked
Gator Bowl finals, hosts 7th( 9-1 ) Tuesday
,
ranked Kansas,
night.
..This week's games:
Monday—Alabama at Auburn, Florida at Tennessee,
Georgia at Kentucky, Manhattan at Florida State, Oklahoma
City at Jacksonville, Lafayette
at Miami and Thiene at Rice.
Tuesday — Kansas at Georgia Tech.
Wednesday — Florida State
at Tulane and Manhattan at
Jacksonville.
Thursday — Auburn at Georgia Tech and Mississippi State
at Florida.
Friday — No games.
Saturday — Kentucky at Tennessee, Georgia Tech at Virginia and Thiene at Miami.
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Bob Lunn Wins LA
Open Over Casper

a head cold and appeared a eucalyptus tree.
By JOE ST. AMANT
Lunn took a pitching wedge
annoyed by photographers at
The
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—
for his second shot, hit it lightly
tied
were
Lunn
and
once,
least
8110,000 Glen Campbell Los
and the ball danced to the right
Angeles Open was an "iffy" for the' lead.
in the last of the cup, Stopping about 14
87s
shot
each
They
the
until
up
right
on
propositi
inches away. He sank it for a
36-35-71.
time a husky pro named Bob round. Par is
birdie three after Casper was
their
began
Casper
and
Lunn
Lunn from Sacramento, Calif.,
with his putt.
short
the
on
playoff
settled it all with three sudden death
Lunn is Modest
in
ce
differen
The
hole.
15th
practically perfect strokes.
.Lunn who just edged into the
second
and
first
between
money
All kinds of things could have
$100,000 class last year and has
happened if Bobby Greenwood, place was $9,500.
now won five tournaments since
Hole
First
Par
Each
to
the
r
newcome
a 32-year-old
he turned pro in 1967, was
first
the
parred
each
They
pro tour from Cookeville,
did not modest in victory.
Term., had been a little less extra hole but Lunn
The 25-year-old 210-pounder
as Casper. On
nervous. He went into the last appear as sharp
who stands 6 feet 2, said "I'm
a
left
Casper
hole,
second
the
round at Rancho Park Municiinches short. If not in a class yet with golfers
pal Course Sunday with a three- 12-foot putt only
it would have like Casper."
it,
stroke lead on the field but he he had sunk
Up until the 72nd hole for Art
match.
the
meant
it.
hold
couldn't
Wall, the 47-year-old :former
At the end of the regulation
They both recovered well Masters champion, it •iooked
72 holeS, defending champion after bad tee shots on the next like he could have 'e,0
the
Billy Casper, who was fighting hole,and made it in par three. playoff —if. He three-putted for
On the next hole, the Titth, a bogey five on the last hole
Lunn derive straight and true and finished third at nine under
down the center, almost 300 par 275 on rounds of 70-67-70-6&
yards. Casper was .off to the Most of the pros headed this
right in the crowd and made a week for the Crosby clambake,
fine low approach to the green sometimes called the National
but he was about 50 feet from Pro-Amateur championship, at
the pin. He had to put the ball Pebble Beach, Calif.
under the overhanging limbs of

Colts And Cowboys
Begin Super Bowl
Preparation Today North Wins Senior Bowl
At Mobile On Saturday

afternoon and next Saturday,
MIAMI )UPI)—AS if winning
practicing in Fort Lauderdale's
their conference championships
Yankee Stadium in between,
had been something less than
and the Colts will alternate
score.1
By DAVID MOFF1T
tough work, the Baltimore Colts
the Orange Bowl and
between
But 'wait. Hill, who had gone
UPI Sports Writer
begin
and Dallas Cowboys
practice
College
)—If
UPI
(
Biscayne
Ala..
the
the end zone, came from
,
into
. MOBILE
preparations for the Super Bowl
who Robertson's rear like a runafield all week.
still anyone
theres
head
both
with
today
n
showdow
Baltimore's Don McCafferty, doubts the speed of Arizona way freight train and hauled
coaches saying the week ahead
the- Colts to the Super
leading
flashy wide receiver J. him down with a flying tackle
is not going to be much fun. Bowl in his first season as head State's
have him check with at the North six.
Hill,
D.
holiday
a
be
not
will
"This
was an assistant to Don Southern (La.) University linecoach,
a
be
to
going
atmosphere, it's
Shula when the Colts lost their batkes
—irUlah Robertson.
' "I told myself I had to catch
work atmosphere," Dallas
first Super Bowl, 16-7, to Joe
9.3 sprinter, was one him," Hill quipped later •I
when
said
Landry
Toni
Coach
Nemeth and the New York
offensive stars Saturday could- see my money going
he and the Cowboys arrived in Jets. This time, he has the of the
helped the North beat down-the drain."
he
when
night.
Fort Lauderdale Sunday
Landry.
as
attitude
same
31-11, in the 2:lkid Hill, who caught 10 passes
"There will be a lot more press "This is a business triii for the South,
But his display of and scored two touchdowns, one
Bowl.
but
Senior
to,
used
we're
than
activity
not a vacation," 'he said. speed was in a rare moment of on a Senior Bowl record 73-yard
us,
be
shouldn't
vie
other than that
"Two years ago it was like a defense.
punt return that also showed
distracted."
Barnum and Bally Circus with
leading 17-10 and off his speed, was talking about
North,
Will
The
Colts
and
Cowboys
The
the families around."
driving, after, the second ha the fact that the members of
be distracted by photographers
teams are
both
of
Families
deep into South terni
the winning Senior Bowl squad
foi an hour today but practice staying home until Saturday, kickoff,
pass picked off by
a
had
rest
ry,
t4
closed
got $1,500 and the lasers 11.250.
be
will
sessions
McCafferty said that when 225-pound Robertson at the Hill and Santa Clara quarterand
coaches
the
qd
of the week,.a
the Baltimore wives arrive, four-yard line. Robertson set back Dan Pastorini had the
gill stop giving daily interviews
they'll be headquartered in sail up the left .iideline and North in a 14-3 lead before the
after Friday morning.
Hollywood. several miles from Seemed desjined for a touchever got a first down.
-- The Cowboys plan to work the -team hotel m• Miami
MIS
BoirI
down that, would have tied the
out in the 1."Wange
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CAPITOL TRANSMISSION

SPECIAL
This Month

Transmission
Reseal

$19.

Pills

Parts for Most

Cars and Trucks

We carry _a complete line of transmission parts
and rebuilt -transmissions for most cars.
Fite Pickup and Delivery
OWNERS: JOE HODGES
GORDON SCOTT

Capitol
ransmission
404 S: 4th Street Murray, Kr-

7519710

mg.

_
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'Preschool Mothers will meet at
seven p.m. at Gleason Hall for a
business meeting and creative
workshop. Members note change
In tune.
Monday, January 11
County
Calloway
The
Genealogical Society will meet at
the home of Mrs. Robert L.
Bowden, Farmer Avenue, at 1:30
p.m.

-

-k

•
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Saturday, January 15
Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
the home of Mrs. 'Henry
McKenzie with Mrs. 0189
Freeman as cotioldess.

-

Circles of the WSCS of the First
United Methodist Church will "The Wizard of Oz", Children's
meet at 9:30 a.m. as follows: Theatre production, will be at
Alice Waters with Mrs. James H. Murray State. Admission is fifty
Frank, 1513 Johnson; Bessie cents
Tucker with Mrs. Frank Kane,
1617 Keeneland; and Maryleona Old Gray Mare Debate
Frost with Mrs. G. C. Fain, 1210 Tournament will be held the
second day at Murray State
Peggy Ann Drive.
University. The topic is
Groups of the VVMS of the First "Resolved, That the Federal
Baptist Church will meet as Government Should Adopt A
follows: I with Mts. Owen Program of Comulsory Wage and
Billington at 9:30 a.m., II with Price Control."
Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a.m., and
III with Mrs. Edgar Pride at two
p.m.

Ray Gillespie Is
Group Speaker At
'Shirley Home

MONDAY-JANUARY 11, 1971

PAGE
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i Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

mye404

Mrs. Edgar Shirley was hostess
at her home on Doran Road for
Why not?
the meeting of the Annie -Armstrong Group of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the First
Baptist Church held on Tuesday
The Suburban Homemakers
January 5, at seven-thirty o'clock
Club will meet at the home of
in the evening.
Mrs.0. J. Jennings at seven pin.
NEW YORK (UPI): Legdrawn from the fund.
Ray Gillespie, student at islation is in the works to
with Mrs. Lenith Rogers as
University,
Murray
State
was
the
reward the housewife for
cohostess.
"If My plan is instituted
guest speaker. He showed slides all that marketing, cleanby Congress, I believe that
laundering,
cooking,
ing,
work
discussed
as
a
his
and
The Mattie 1341 Hays Circle of
it would free the American
By Abigail Van Buren
missionary in New Mexico last ironing, darning and dishthe First United Methodist
housewife from the finanmanages
to
she
washing.
If
summer. He is active in all acdal insecurity that she has
weather all those chores by
DEAR ABBY I wish you'd say something about a Church WSCS will meet at the
tivities at the Baptist Student the time she is 591
had to face in the past,"
/
2, she
social hall at seven p.m.
problem I am sure many share.
the Brooklyn Democrat
Center at Murray State.
may be eligible for a peosaid.
Grandma loves to knit and crochet, so she gives her
The speaker was introduced by lion.
The Theta Department of the
handiwork to members of the family as Christmas gifts.
The idea to put the
Wednesday, January 13
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell who was in
housewife on an equal footUnfortunately she Dever asks anyone's size, she just Murray Woman's Club will meet
New
charge of the program.
The
Concord
PtitieJk said his colleagues
"guesses" and some of her creations are a fright (The at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Homemakers Club will meet with
• Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr., leader, ing owith the career woman
women's' liberation
Berby
Rep.
hatched
was
the
of
the
staff
by
program
the
grandson received a sweater which was unbelievably short,
Mrs. Rainey Lovins at 1:30 p.m.
presided. Reports were given by tram L Podell (D., N.Y.),
groups support the measLibrary.
Public
["I ran out of thread on this one"] A nephew got a scarf Calloway
Mrs. Karl Hussung and Mrs. Ray who announced this week
ure and added he hoped
Whitnah, Moore.
Roberta
Congress would adopt it in
which was no less than six yards long! ("Just keep wrapping Hostesses will be Mesdames Nate The Pottertown Homemakers Miss
he plans to introduce a bill
the next session.
Beal, J. B. Burkeen, Ray Club will meet at the home of chairman of the Mattie Bell Hays
it around your neck '1
During the social hour refresh- in Congress giving homeBrownfield, and Lloyd Boyd.
Mrs. Myrtle Cayce, 905 Cold- Circle, presented the program at ments were served by Mrs. makers their own pension'
The colors she uses are atrocious and the styles are from
the general meeting of the Shirley.
fund.
water Road, at ten a.m.
40 years ago.
All women except those
Women's Society of Christian
Simga Delta Pi, Spanish honor
We wouldn't hurt Grandma's feelings for the world, so
in the labor force, but inHarris
Grove Service of the First United
we just graciously accept her gifts, and put them away. But society, will meet in Room 104 The
cluding divorcees and those
Methodist Church held on
receiving alimony, would be
the problem arises when Grandma asks the younger children Wilson Hall, Murray State, at Homemakers Club will meet at
January
morning,
5.
Tuesday
p.m.
5:30
elibigle to draw from the
the home of Mrs. Estelle Heuer at
Miss Lorene Swarm opened her
if they ever wear her presents What should they say?
on
her
Whitnah
talk
based
Miss
fund
after reaching 591
/
2 or
one p.m.
home on the Olive Boulevard for
BAFFLED
"Risk
book,
program
and
widowed
if they., were
the new
or
The Pjmo School PTA will meet
the meeting of the Kathleen
disabled.
DEAR BAFFLED: "Not yet, Grandma."
at the school at two p.m.
The Arts and Crafts Club has Reality". She suggested certain
Jones Group of the Woman's
Podell
told
a
news
concancelled its meeting for this areas which may need conMissionary Society of tfie First
ference there would be a
policy-making
by
sideration
The WMU Officers Council of Month
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cherry,
DEAR ABBY: As parents of a two-year-old boy, we are
maximum contribution to
Baptist Church held on Monday,
groups.
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
the fund of $1250 a year or
of 206 South Cave Street,
somewhat concerned about the following situation. We have a
January 4, at seven-fifteen
$25 a week.
will meet at the church at seven
BME recital of Mickey Knull, Mrs. A. C. LaFollette shared Princeton, announce the marnephew [around 30 years old) who is a homosexual. This isn't
o'clock in the evening.
successful
group
the
the
with
He
said
the
maximum
p.m.
Schenectady, N.Y.,trumpet, with
riage of their daughter, Dinah
just hearsay. He's a fine, talented, very nice person, but he
The _Royal Service program
was necessary to prevent
Alice Hopper, Belleview, Fla., outcome of the Reelfoot Mission Sue, to George Allen Rice, Jr.„ manipulating taxes since
just happens to be a homosexual. Do you think we should
was presented by Mrs. L. L. Dunn
it
project of thr Alice Waters. son of Mr. and Mrs. George
ever let turn alone with our son" Or would it be dangerous?
and Mrs. Graves Sledd.
The Wrangler 4-H Club will soprano, assisting will be at 8.:211
would prevent the fund
Circle. Donations of yard goods Allen Rice, Sr., of Metropolis,
p.m.
in
the
recital
hall
of
the
at
from becoming an incomeMrs. Madelle Talent, leader,
party
skating
sponsor
a
CONCERNED
liberal.
were
materials
and other
/'averaging plan in which the
Illinois.
presided. Also taking part in the
Benton Skateland at seven p.m. Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Many needy families of the area
DEAR CONCERNED: A homosexual is as mire likely to
The wedding was solemnized pewealthy could put away
discussion were Mrs. Solon
The charge will be,ene dollar Per Murray. No charge and the are helped to support themselves
money to prevent its being
molest a child than a heterosexual (or "merman
at four o'clock Saturday afterDarnell arid As. Robert Jones.
poem. persoil: Persona heeding a ride public is invited.
by the creative work they do with noon, December 19, in the sanc- taxed at a higher rate."
Refreshments were served by
call CraryWicker.
The
contributions
would
these materials.
tuary of the First Christian
DEAR ABBY: My problem concerns my mother-in-law.
Thursday, January 14
Miss Swann.
not be taxed until withEaton
Mrs.
report
Nell
of
A
She kisses her dog on the mouth, and then she
Church of Princeton. Rev. LesThe Baptist Women of Elm
kisses my
The Sigma Department of the
.: children on their mouths! When (objected,
Grove Baptist Church will hold expressed appreciation of nur- lie Longard performed the
she told me that
Murray Woman's Club will meet
general meeting at the home sery leaders of the church for double ring ceremony in the
her doctor said it was perfectly all right to eat out of
in the Sigma Kindergarten room its
the
of Mrs. Wilbur Weston at 1:30 equipment provided by the presence of the immediate
dog's dish because a dog's mouth is cleaner than a humatea.
at Robertson SchonLat.7434 p.m.
Hannah Circlet-families.
;7- Was-she lying or is that doctor crazy?
Hostesses will be -Robertson
WORRIED
In the executive meeting
Miss Susan Wells, of Murray,
Anther
School
at
7:30
p.m. Hostesses will
preceding the general meeting, was the bride's attendant and
'DEAR WORRIED: By some standards, the miestlis of
The
Murray
South
be Mesdames W. J. Pitman,
healthy ilagtare--as "cleana-imr the mouths et healthy
Homemakers Club will meet at the importance of reading Byron Evers, of Metropolis,
Kenneth i Harrell, Allen Russell,
humans. However, the practice of kissing children
the home of Mrs. Quinton Gibson, material was emphasized. Mrs. Was best man. Others attending
on the
Frank Fan, H. W. Wilson, and
mouth should be discouraged whether the kisser has kissed
1637 Olive Street, at 1:30 p.m. William IL Britton, chairman the ceremony were Mr. and
a
Bill Wyatt. Members note place
pointed out the importance of the Mrs. Everett Cherry, Mr. and
dog or not.
of meeting.
The Sunnyside Homemakers ttele, "When Trouble Comes" Mrs. Mike E. Cherry, of Louis*the January issue of the ville; Mr. and Mrs. George
Club will meet at the home of
DEAR ABBY: I want to cry when I read letters from
Group III of the First Christian Mrs. Danny Phillips at eleven Response Magazine.
'Allen Rice, Sr., and Mr. and
women who complain that they are always "tired," and think
Church CWF will meet with Mrs. a.m.
It was voted to place a monthly Mrs. Laverne Westerman, sistheir husbands are too demanding when it comes to sex.
Coleman McKee! at 7:30 p.m.
copy of the Response in the ter and brother-in-law of the
I had a husband who loved me dearly, and altbo I loved
Subscriptions are bridegroom, of Metropolis.
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth will have The Dexter Homemakers
Club church library.
him,,too, I am sorry to say that I wasn't as loving and
the program.
will meeto,at the home of Mrs. taken by Mrs. Richard Tuck.
The bride wore a white wool
,podperative as I might have been. [I was somewhat
Mrs. J. B. Wilson, supervisor of dress with a white rosebud
June Higgins at 9:30 a.m.
"frigid."] I wasn't a "bad" wife, but I waa "tired" most of
greater corsage. Miss Wells wore a
urged
materials,
-library
Tuesday, January 12
. the time, and must have been a great disappointment
collection of good red wool dress with a
to my
Welcome
The Symphonic Band Winter The
Wagon use of the
Christ. dear and patient husband all those years.
books. It was voted to add a new MI5 corsage.
Newcomers
Club
concert
will
meet
will
at
the
be
held
at
the
After my husband died, I had a tboro physical checkup
New Wine" by
of
Case
book,
"A
The bride Is a graduate ot
Murray State auditorium at eight Woman's Club House at 7:910p.m.
and found out that I was terribly anemic and had a long list
Murray State University with
p.m. Paul Shahan is the con- Margaret
Mary 'Hannon, Math Miller.
of other physical deficiencies. No wonder I was always
tired!
ductor and Roger Reictunuth the pediatric nurse, will be the guest The general meeting is held the a. degree In music and a major
I am now taking medication to correct my condition, and as I
first Tuesday morning of each In piano. She is a member ofol
guest conductor. Public is invited speaker.
told my doctor, if I had done this 20 years ago, I woukl
month. All ladies of the church Alpha Gamma Delta social
have
and
there
is
no
charge.
made my husband much happier.
invited to attend.
are
sorority and Sigma Alpha Iota
The Grace Baptist Church
Abby, please tell these chronically tired Women to seek
music sorority. She is employed
The
New
Providence %VMS jl rnect at the church at
medical help at once, so they will never have the regrets I
at Lyon County High School
Homemakers Club will meet at
oso
‘adzetp
.now have. Don't use my hometown, as someone
might
as music and band director.
the home of Mrs. Jim Allbritten
recognize this weeping widow. Sign me..
The bridegroom is a senior
at one p.m.
The Children's Theatre will
oOle
'TOO LATE"
at Murray State University,—
present "The Wizard of Oz" at
where he is majoring in mathThe Progressive Homem4ers Murray State University. AdON E-DAY
What's year problem' You'll feel better If you
get It off
mades. He is a member of OmiClub will meet with Mrs. Jane mission is fifty cents per persof0
SERVICE
your chest. Write to Allity,L.Rox free, Los
Algae'', Cal.
troll Delta Kappa, honorary
Blair at seven p.m.
---...
Mee. For a personal reply eediee itemised
-I •
I'
addressed
scholastic and leadership fraThe Marketing Club Banquet of
envelope.
Tbe bridesmaids luncheokwas
ternity. His social fraternity
The Westside Homemakers Murray State will be held at
given by Mrs. Peggy So9t( and
Is Sigma Chi, where he has
Club will' meet at the home of Barkley Lodge at seven p.m.
For Abby's new booklet, 'What Tees-Aeon
Mrs. Dale Solmenhontirina
Want es
just received the province key
Mrs. Alvin Usrey at 12:30 p.m.
Know," seed $i to Abby. ilos Mee, Las Aomelos.
Craig,,'
bride-elect
Jean
Carolyn
CaL Mem.
as the outstanding Sigma Oil
Right now you can save Y3 off,durBME recital of Donna Stinnette of James William Collier, Jr. of
Mg our mid-winter coat drycleaning
group voted to give large pOInt Murray Branch of the AAUW Green, Bardstown, soprano, with Lexington, Kay's Steak House In Kentucky for 1970. He is a
at
special. By getting Sanitone dryBibles to the Westview Nuroing will meet at the home of Mrs. Gene King, Hartford. trumnet. in Paris, Tennessee on Thursday, former football captain of the
cleaning now, your coats will be prdMurray State football team and
Home and the Convalescent Frank Kodrnan at 7:30 p.m.
tected from deep-down soil that can
and Charles Tichenor, Calhoun, December 31.
cause damage to fabric fibers. 'And
was
selected
Ohio
Willard
Valley
Ails
will
AreaDivision of the Mu7kalloway
be the speaker. piano, will be at eight p.m at the The hostesses were aunts of the
Sanitpne drycleaning not only gets
Conference
tackle.
He
has
reCounty Hospital,
recital hall of the Price Doyle bride-elect.
the soil out. It puts new life back into
Cartfied Maskraydrarre7
cently been named to "Who's
The Good Shepherd United Fine Arts Building, Murray
Mrs. Howard andMiss.Frances
your clothes. So act now and save 1/3
Places were laid for the
pn your coat drycleaning during this
Who" In American Colleges
Brown, hostesses, served Methodist Church WSCS will
bridesmaids, Jill Craig, Shelia
`State.
limited time offer.
and Universities.
Miss Mary Dell Warford who refreshments. Also present were meet at the church at one p.m.
Scott, Susan Hargrove and Patti
After a trip to Florida, the
was recently awarded the Master Mrs. T. C. Collie, Mrs. Odelle
Fur and Leather Trim Coats Not Included
- Craig, and friends, Jenna
couple will be at home, 1602
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
of Religious Education Degree at Vance,, Miss Pauline Waggener,
Lassiter, Melinda Solmon, Mrs.
Dodson
Street,
Order
of
Murray.
the
Eastern
Stet'. will Children's
Southern Baptist Theological Mrs. Calvin Morris, and Mrs.
e "The Henry Thompson .of Perry,
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7,30 Wizard Of Oz"
Seminary. Louisville, was the Clinton Rowlett.
State Florida, an aunt of Miss Criag,
at
p.m
guest speaker at the meeting of
continues.
her grandmothers, Mrs. Roy
INSPECTING ANTARCTIC
the Lottie Moon Group of the
Bowen. of Paris and Mrs. Hoyt
WASHINGTON(UPI)-The The Neighborhood Girl Scout
Woman's Missionary Society.
•
Old Gray Mare Debate Criag of Hazel, Mrs. Robert Ross LOVE BTORIESCouncil will meet at the Girl Tournament -will start at 10.30
-the First Baptist Church,
Criag, mother of tIe bride-elect, RESENHEATH, England
six-man inspection team to Scout Cabin at 9:30 a.m.
(UPI)-Julian Bonnett, 23, and
The special guest talked of her
am.InWilsonHail'Murray State and the hostesses.
the South Pole Jan. 16 to tour
his sister Lucretia, 21, anwork in Louisville at the meeting
University.
No
charge
and
the
luncheon
tab
was
The
international research stations, The Murray Quota Club will
nounced Thursday they plan to
held Monday, January 5, at
beautifully decorated with r
including some operated by the meet at the Holiday Inn at 12 public ES invited.
the girl and boy next
seven-thirty o'clock in , the
bons and flowers carrying out the
Soviet Union
noon.
dooR, -Catherine Plunkett, 20,
s.
evening at the home of
Junior-Senior
Recital
of
Lynn
bride-elect
the
scheme
had
color
Officials said the tour was
Rudolph Howard on WilliaThs
Armstrong, Milan, Tenn., chosen for her wedding, lialac and her brother, Robert, 21.
planned to prevent the inspecThe Gamma Gamma Chapter
"I've thought more.nnd more
Avenue.
tion provisions of the Interna- of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at clarinet, and Benny Hayes, and ametheyst.
lately the beat thing' -to_ do
Miss Warlords mother. Mrs.
Sturgis,
baritone
horn,
will
be
delicious
luncheon,
at
the
After
tional Antarctic Treaty from 7:30 p.m. '
Earl Warford, was incharge of
the Recital Hall, Price Doyle Miss Crraig presented her would be just to knock a hole'
lapsing Previous U.S. inspecthe program Mrs. Murray
Fine Arts Building, at 4:30 p.m. bridesmaids with sterling silver the wall between it* two
•
tions were made in 1964 and
51
Leo's -Cooperative No charge.
houses," the Bonnetta' mother
Turner, leader, presided. The
bracelets as gifts.
1967
said.

Great gifts but
none that fit

Pension for wives

Roberta Whitnah

Preseuts Program

At WSCS Meetitig

Miss Lorene Swann
Hostess For-Meet

Cherry-Rice
Wedding

January Special.

ai

COAT drycleaning
special

Luncheon For The
C-raig Bridesmaids
Is Held At Paris

ñlv 99

Mary Dell Warford
Speaks At Lottie
Moon Group Meet

Sandone

BOONE

LAUNDRY &'''CLEANERS

5 LOCATIONS

..6 & Poplar 603 Main 5 Points

13 & Main
Story Ave.
CLEANER INTERESTED IN TO_U

41
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$100 Million Parkway
Bonds Sold Last Week

Combs Names
Headquarters
Direetor

Ky.,—Bert
LOUISVILLE,
for the
candidate
Combs,
apeaa
five of the He added, "In ()tiler
Democratic gubernatorial
By Gary G. Huddlesion -- groUp representing
made
been
nation's largest bond buyers, where access has
nomination in May, has anState News Bureau
of interest available, we've seen industrial nounced that L. Stanley Chauvin,
rate
effective
an
with
FRANKFORT, KY.—The
expansion and growth, improved Jr., will serve as Administrative
under 7.16 per cent.
Kentucky Turnpike Authority of just
facilities being built and a Director of the State Campaign
tourist
r
Albert
Finance Commissione
adopted a resolution Thursday
the Authority that generally increased economy, as Headquarters and Treasurer for
told
Christen
authorizing the sale of $100
to
although the bond market, which well as the many advantages
the Combs-Carroll Campaign.
million in toll road revenue bonds
highways
whom
to
people
local
be
might
recently,
has improved
Chauvin, 35, is President-elect
to finance a major part of the
slightly more favorable in the and roads mean so much."
the Louisville Bar Association
of
Owensboro-Bowling Greenoffuture, he noted a danger of the Of the $84 million which
and is a past president of the
Somerset parkways and the
say will be immediately
market
flooded wit!) ficials
Young Lawyers Conference of
Daniel Boone Parkway in a large becoming
number of municipal available from the bonds for Kentucky.
Eastern Kentucky.
construeiion some $70 million has
issues.
In accepting the appointment
Today's sale brought the total
been earmarked for initial grade
said,"I am very pleased
--Chauvin
in
to
bonds sold
to $250 million
Highway Commissioner B. E. and drain work on the Bowling
this opportunity to achave
to
date for the construction of what King'also urged acceptance of the Green-Owensboro and Bowling
kt the campaign of
Watt
tively
-Gtiv.Lcisile B. Nunn has called the offer to offset rapidly rising Green-Somerset parkways.
Combs and Julian
Governor
,"
of
"Corridor
Opportunity
construction costs.
Some $4 million will go for Carroll. Kentucky needs the ,
linking Henderson in Western
He quoted figures showing that surfacing of the stretch of Danile leadership that Combs and
Kentucky to Hazard in .the cost of materials had risen 10 per Boone Parkway between London
Carroll will provide for the
eastern mountains.
cent over the last three months of and Manchester.
Seventies."
Cost of the entire project, in- 1970, while labor expense had
Use of the remaining $10 Chauvin is a member of the
cluding the Audubon Parkway increased an average of five per million has not been officially
Law firm of Brawn and Chauvin.
between Henderson and Owen- cent.
designated, but a Highway Louisville, is married and the
sboro-which was recently opened
Governor Nunn said after the Department spokesman said the
father of three children.
to traffic, is estimated at $400 meeting the need for the high- funds will probably go for grade
A graduate of the University of'
sectwo
on
million.
projects
move and drain
Kentucky in 1957 and the
state
the
that
dictate
ways
accept
to
The Authority voted
tions of the road near Hazard. University of Louisville School of
the offer made by a management • ahead with the project.
Law in 1961, Chauvin is a
member of the American and
Kentucky Bar Associations; the
Lawyers •
Trial
Kentucky
Association; the American
Judicature Society; the InFCC calls meeting on alleged plan to sidestep ban
ternational Academy of Law and,
Science; Phi Alpha Delta, Lav.
den commercials and said there "is no
WASHINGTON (UPI): Chair man
.Fraternity; Phi Delta Ititta,
Dean Burch of the Federal Communica- e%idence the tobacco industry is plansocial fraternity, and Kentucky
ning to present" them, as a group
tions Commission (FCC) has summoned
called Action on Smoking and Health
academy of Justice.
representatives of the broadcast and
_Chauvin has formerly serveu
tobacco industries to meet privately (ASH) has charged.
Friday over reports they will try to
as Police Court Judge, Pro Ten:
The Tobacco Institute claims there is
circumvent the bank on broadcast cigain Louisville; as assistant.
no basis for the "reckless" charge by
ret advertising.
Commonwealth's Attorney for
to
attempt
would
ASH that the industry
The FCC says letters by. Burch went
Jefferson County, and as specie'i
out Dec. 23 to Vincent T. Wasilewski, use hidden commercials on the air.
counsel for the Department. of
president of the National Assn. of
Mental Health.
of
chairman111,
44-CULLMAI
JOSEPH
A.
Kornegay,
Horace
and
Broadcasters,
He is a former co-Wreck:44ot
industry
the
says
,
Inc
Morris
Philip
president of the Tobacco Institute.
for • Ake
organization
letter
the
and
spirit
the
by
abide
"will
Burch wrote that the FCC would take
Louisville-Jefferson
County
an
be
will
there
that
but
law,"
prompt action if abuses occurred. He of the
Democratic Executive ComIncrease in printed advertising.
did not -*II out what action he had in
mittee.
Cullman also said some of the indusmind, but the FCC, a regulatory comfor
budget
annual
million
$250
try's
cease
issue
to
authority
has
mission,
advertising would be used for "expandand desist orders.
ed research."
THE FCC chairman cited charges by
Horace A. Kornegay, president of the
Sen. Frank E. Moss D., Utah) that the
Tobacco Institute, accused health agenR. J. Reynolds Co. planned.- to sponsor
favor of
the Winston-Salem Golf Tournament cies of neglecting research in
cigaret smoklinking
statements
unfair
would
Co.
Tobacco
American
that
and
ing with lung -cancer and other disadvertise Pall Mall and Silva Thin pipe
eases.
tobacco in order to keep those brands
NEW YORK (UP1)--"Thert
of Cigarets before the public through tv7
is no doubt that ,trading
Soefety
Cancer
American
the
said
He
pipe-tobacco ads.
interests are now zeroing in on
and other health agencies have used
Congress did not include pipe tobacmore speculative areas," E..F.
justifi"as
advertising
cigaret
broadcast
co or cigar advertising in the ban on
Hutton & Co. says. The
cation for their massive assault on
cigaret ads on radio and television.
company says this adds to their
smoking."
now
commercials
"suspicion" that a deterioration
cigaret
With
The FCC ruled Dec. 15 that broadin market leadership may be
banned by law, he said, "their only real
casters did not have to carry antismokalternative now is a sharply reduced
"a sign of a developing top."
ing messages once the cigaret ad ban
noise level and a rededication to scienThe firm suspects a top is
took effect at midnight. Jan. 1. But it
tific research."
dismissed complaints of proposed hiddeveloping but adds "there is
still probably some room on the
4
upside."

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
Highway 641 N. - Murray
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat
Prices In This Ad Good Mon., Tues., Wed. - Jan. 11 12, 13

SAVE!
SAVE!

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

REGULAR '3.88 YD
100% ACRILAN

Tossed Salad
French Bread
Tea or Coffee

DOUBLE KNIT,

Cigarets and TV

Wall Stieet
Chatter

* LUNCHEONETTE *
* SPECIAL *
Wednesday 5-7 p.m.

SAVE!

MACHINE WASHABLE
Beautiful stripes in a wide
array or the latest colors.
dresses.
-kireat tor pant suits,
_•

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
"
$1

ANNUAL SALE.
LADIES

HOSE
1 PAIR FREE
With Purchase of

GIANT

2

UDSON TOWELS
• 1114-1-

PAIR $ 1

Reg. 36' PACKAGE
Sheer leg beauty in 100% Nylon

Large 120 square toot roll.
The paper towel with
spongeability.

stretch hose. Knitted heel and toe.
BUY NOW AND SAVE!!

4 °

111/11.111111.110111
1111.119•6111110111111111.1.161.101111101101.11141*11.1111141.0P111.11.10...114•1111.11011.1.

IF YOU SAVE $5.00 PER WEEK,
E-DAY
RVICE

11

00
.
$250

The drab outlook cannot
"rationally be construed as
bearish on common stock
prices," according to Hoppin,
Watson it Co. The recent heavy
demand for defensive blue
chips has carried the Dow
Jones induFtrial average "to a
level from which little forward
progress is to be expected," the
firm believes. The company
predicts that if nothing happens
to cause speculative sentiment
to revert to earlier fears "it
should by degrees become more
susceptible to normal, positive
suggestions."

cluded

Points
cry Ave
IN Ylg

You'll never miss the small
amounts you set aside in a
Christrnas Club act-oUnt —
us, but you' '11 be mighty happy
next November when you
receive that big Christmas
Club check for the grand total
you've saved. Now is the time
to start. Stop in with your first
'deposit this week and you'll
quickly recognize why
Christmas Club is so successful for so Many otyour friends
and neighbors. It's just like
growing your own money tree.
Join our Christmas Club now.

"There should be no need at
this time to abandon the basic
bullmarket thesis on account of
popularitr'' says
excessive
Abraham & Co The company
feels the uptrend is not old
enough, speFulative fervor is
dormant and "prospective
monetary and fiscal trends
should minimize bear-marttet
risks for a good long time to
come."

OPLESiBANK
cy

MURRAY

KY.

The transition phase between
the bear and. bull markets wat
completed in June, according to
Thompson & McKinnon Auchincloss Inc. The company sees "a
new epoch of appreciation"
with a "saner investment
approach" than the latter
stages of the 1968-69 bull
markets. "The popular stock
market indices do not reflect
overvaluation at this time, even
by conservative estimates of
profit growth," the firm believes.

EDI_

WAGERS OF REVENUE
CARSON CITY, Nev. i UPI)
- The Nevada State Gaming
Commission reported Thursday
that gamblers in the state paid
$58.4 million in direct federal,
state and local taxes during fiscal
1970. It was an increase of $10
million over the previous fiscal
year.
fiscal year

SAVE
AT
ROSES!-7

A CARD FOR EVERY OCCASION!

ALL OCCASION

r

CARDS

Lighting The Way
You Like It

•
•
'011r...nr— Jr•,.

CHOOSE F OM
SEVER' STYLES
AND COLORS!

Beauliful cards, just
right for any occasion. 4
Boxed REG. 59'

RtGULAR 19.97

3

Boxes 1
INDOOR—OUTDOOR

$697

ROOM SIZE RUG
REGULAR 51548

100% Polyprophene Olefin
Fiber. Resists stains,
rubber cushion back,
,sponge clean. Tweeds
or stripes.
8½x11½

.

1 21
-

36 INCH HEIGHT
A lamp to suit any decor.
Handsomely styled of-iitiest
/ quality materials. Precision crafted. U.L.
approved switches for safe and lasting use.

IRONING'BOARD
PAD & COVER
0„,

IRONING

RDS
BOA
Standard
REG. '3.99

97

REG. '1.29

Teflon cover
is scorch
resistant.
Thick
resilient pad
allows
wrinkle-free
ironing. Use
both steam
or dry iron.

Strong, lightweight, yet sturdy.
All Steel construction.

Take the Family and go Saving at ROSES

msnimurereles.•
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Joseph- Powell Named Finance
Chairman For Area Boy Scouts

.•

PAGE

Background

WASHINGTON 1UPli: North VietTHE INTELLIGENCE officers said
nam has stepped up its southward inCharles Miller, president of the Men of ipierica in 1968. Mr.
filtration to the highest 'level since
that from this staging area the troops
Four -Rivers Council, Boy Scouts Powell is married to the former
before the 1968 Tet offensive, probably
could move southward to bolster the
of America has announced the Nancy Sue Powell and they have
for a new offensive in Cambodia, White
40.000 troops it now has in Cambodia
appointment of Joseph A. Powell three sons: Joseph Lee, Gregory
House
officials
say.
or it could move east against Hue or
as Finance Chairman for the Lynn and Patrick Scott.
THE WHITE HOUSE official briefed
an offensive in Cambodia is more
But one White House official conAs Finance Chairman of the
council fot 1971. Mr. Powell
the U. S. air base at Da Nang.
newsmen at a year-end session under
tended Hanoi would be unable to mount
likely"
than
one
in
South
Vietnam.
previously served Scouting 83 Four Rivers Council, Mr. Powell
an attack large enough to disrupt the
U. S. intelligence predicts the North
rules providing that he not be publicly
Intelligence officials at the briefing
withdrawal of American troops from
Committee Chairman of Cub and his commitee members will
Vietnamese might try to launch an asidentified.
said the North Vietnamese are moving
Vietnam President Nixon has said he
Scut Pack 23, Webelos Scout be securing the budget to operate
The increased infiltration-30 per
sault to aoincide with Tet, the Lunar
would not_ hesitate to resume hombing
the troops to a staging area in southern
cent greater than last year--points
Den Leader, Chairman of the Scouting in 1971. The Four'Rivers
New Year, on Jan. 27, but that an
of
the
North
if
l'
S.
withdrawa
l
was
to an attempt to launch an offensive,"
Laos opposite the thin northern neck
Council Organization and Ex- Council served boys in Ballard,
major assault might be delayed for rethreatened by an enemy buildup.
he said. "Moat people seem to think
of South Vietnam.
inforcements until March or April.
tension Committee, Council Calloway., Carlisle, Fulton,
Executive Board Member and Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
eeeitelltmeentemmem
ASIMMISM=MMINAMMINNAIMMI.
.MINNM.Ww••.Odorrto.
Marshall- and
McCracken
Vice-President of the council.
Mr Powell graduated from Counties in Kentucky, Mamie
Abilene Christian College, at- County, Illinois and Obion
tended the University of Texas County, Tennessee. The council
and received his M. S. degree in serves approximatelp3,000 boys
Ceramic Engineering from Ohio and receives support from the
Senator John Sherman Cooper further stabilized the guarantee that year would not be included. that— which would be deducted
reductions, he said.
wjlPctually be used," Senator
State University. He has worked Paducah Community Chest, (R-Ky ) has proposed a bill in the of ninety percent price support This average "farm yield" would
from his farm quota for the next "I have tried to settle on a plan Cooper stated. He emphasized
as a ceramic engineer and Mayfield-Graves County, Obion Senate to shift production con- for tobacco.
then be multiplied by the farm's year.
which is fair to all, and whicji will that he introduced the bill so that
research director for the Old County and Calved City United trols for burley tobacco from Primarily, the bill would shift 1970 farm acreage allotment. The
The bill also provides for the fulfill the essential requirement It can be discussed, and "I hope
Hickory Clay Company. He is Funds for about 50 percent of its farm acreage allotments
production
controls
for
burley
would
result
be called the first time for thelea,ging of burley
to farm
of limiting prody,otion to the there will be meetings of farm
presently the General Manager operating budget. A goal of poundage quotas. The Kentucky tobacco from a limitation oe "preliminary farm quota."
quotas. A burley quota could be amount ofyr
tobacco which groups in the coming weeks," he
of the Old Hickory Clay Com- $45,000 must he raised in sup- Senator told the Senate that
acreage planted and harvested to The total of the preliminary leased
he
to another farmer in the
said.
plemental funds from sustaining was introducin
pany, Paducah Kentucky.
limitation
a
on
the
number
quotas
of
farm
for
all
g the bill at this
burley farms same county having a burley
Mr. Powell serves as a Deacon, members through the council time in order to make it available pounds of burley tobacco which would then be considered by the
allotment. Not more than 5,000
Sunday School teacher and area.
to those who are interested in the may be marketed and sold from Secretary of Agriculture in view pounds of the quota could be „Jo`
member of the Evangelism
of the supplies' on hand and the leased by any farm. It would
future of the burley tobacco any farm.
Committee of the Broadway
Under the provisions of the bill, anticipated demand for the 1971
program, and so that this
mean that any farmer already
Church of Christ. He is a Charter
proposal, and any others which the poundage control system crop. If the total would somewhat having an allotment could‘lease
WASHINGTON (.UPI —The may be
member of the Paducah Night
suggested, may be would not go into effect unless a exceed expected demand, the 5,000 pounds of the quota and so
Lions, served as president in Democratic National Commit- discussed and
considered in the cut of more than 15 percent would Secretary could reduce all grow iiepethree or four times
1964-65, received the Lions In- tee has announced plans for a coming weeks.
be required under the present preliminary farm quotas equally, his pr-it
•
production. Or a
ternational Key Award in 1964 fundAraising dinner here April Senator Cooper
explained that acreage program, and unless the but by not more than five per cent larger farm could lease and grow
and the Lions Extension Award in 21 to raise money for the 1972 his bill would not alter
the price Secretary of Agriculture finds for the 1971 crop under Cooper'yhe quota of three or four or five
1965. He received the Dean's presidential campaign and cele- support program for
burley also that the present system of pruposdi.
minimum farms, which would
award in 1955 from Abilene brate the party's showing in the tobacco but wouldmodify acreage allotments will not In future years, es:far-farm provide these farmers some
Christian College, was listed in November elections.
production controls in order to continue to work because of in- quota for the previous year would income.
Who's Who Among Students in
The party said special guests
keep the program sound. "The creasing yields and declining use be adjusted up or down ac- "I recognize that it is a difficult
American
Colleges
and at the $500-a-plate affair will be burley tobacco program is now of burley tobacco.
cordingly, with all farmers matter to propose changes Ulthe
Universities in 1955 and placed on the 15 new Democratic gover- in difficulty.
However, Cooper said this treated alike, but the Secretary burley tobacco
If the price support
program, parthe list of Outstanding Young nors elected in the fall.
program for burley tobacco is to appears to be the case, and in fact ceoulfrnot require a reduction of ticularly charges that affect the
the
Departmen
t of Agriculture rubre than ten per cent below the minimum acreage, for -the
be saved, the production control
mechanism, upon which that estimated an average cut of at estimated use of tobacco.
program affects the livelihood
price support depends, must be least 25 percent for the 1971 crop' The poundage plan includes a and the incomes of thousands of
would
be
needed
under the old crop insurance feature. If a farm families. But I am deeply
modified," he said.
It was Senator Cooper's Program.
farmer does not sell tobacco one concerned that unless changes
Cooper expained how the year, or markets less than his are made so
amendment, with Senator
that a surplus will
Barkley in 1947, which secured pounciagesireposal would work: quota—whether because of hail, not continue to build up, the price
ninety percent price support for Eachfarm poundage quota would drought, or for any other support program for burley
tobacco as a permanent provision he based on the average of the reason—the unused quota woi
ntii
m tobacco will go down," Senator
of the law. In 1960, he toillAklArith _four -.highest yields -per:acre for be- carried--forward to the
-Cooper told-the.Senrite.
Senator Everett Jordan NI-C.1 in that farm in the last five years.In year, and could be grown and "I think it is clear to all who
•
LONDON fUPW-lard- ltobens, 60, a former Labor
sponsoring the amendment which this way, if a farmer has had a sold, with price support, at that have.looked at the facts, and who
Party cabinet minister who has headed
Britain's
poor crop year for any reason, time. Similarly, if weather is think about
state-run coal mining industry for the past 10
the burley program,
years,
has quit to protest the Conservative governmen
good and the farmer produces a that we have come to the end of
t's
plans to sell the coal board's profitable
little more than his quota, it the line in attempting to control
enterprises.
BACK IN CLASS after a hip operation that required nearhack to private industry.
would not have to be destroyed. production through acreage
ly 1,300 pints of blood, Charles Fletcher, 39, aids a stuJohn Davis, the government secretary for
Trade
He could sell and receive price alone, especially at a time when
dent in Ballard High School in Seattle, Wash. Fletcher
and Industry, announced that Robens turned
down
support for ten percent more than most burley growers have
an offer of a further five years in the
ia.a hemophiliac, and students and many adults rallied
job. But he
agreed to stay on for six mcgiths while a
his quota—but nor more than become exempt from acreage
.•
to his aid with blood donations.
successor is
found, Davis' announcement said.
4• Reliable national coal board sources said Robens
Chief ofPolice James Brown
Quarter
told board members he decided to quit bentise
he
number
released
total
the
has
•if
3rIL
could not get satisfactory assurances from t
1969
0,547\4‘
004
he govcitations issued by City Police for 1970
ernment about its future policy towards the
7,506.19
coal
_
the calendar year of 1970. He has
mining industry.
„
They said Robens told the meeting
also releaSed the comparison of
4th. Quarter
the
coal
Industry could not be run properly if stripped
fines and costs of 1969 with 1970. 1969
of
its
$13,847I0
"non-mining" activities.
Following is the comparison with 1
7,142.00
_ The sources said the government plans
figures for each of the years.
to
ief Brown reported that
private buyers such profitmaking activities sell to
of
the
Year
Fines
Costa
&
court costs doubled from 1969 to
coal board as natural gas supplies from the
North
1st Quartet'
Sea. chemicals and brickmaking. These
1970.
operations
1969
$6,990.00 Following are the citations
showed a gross profit in 1969 of $43.6 million.
The coal mines tilemselyss .currently
1970
$9,750.25 listed for the year 1970.
run at a
heavy loss.
2nd. Quarter
D.W.I.
157
1969
$8,024.20 Public Drunkeness
184
1970
$8,104.00 Disorderly Conduct
38
Reckless Driving
118
Seeding • `
166
Disregarding Stop Sign
43
No City Sticker
139
Illegal F‘ssession
of Alcohol
20
Passiog en Double
Yellow Line
No Helmet
Going Wrong Way
on One-Way Street
15
Unnecessary Noise
16
Disregarding Red Light
15
CONTACT US FOR CONTINUOUS
ELIGIBLE COVERAGE OR FOR BLUE
Shoplifting
CROSS'
9
and BLUE SHIELD' ENROLLMENT
Driving on
INFORMATION.
Revoked License
lo
IF YOU HAVE BLUE CROSS!' Tind
BLUE SHIELD" THE
Improper Registration
8
NEW ARRIVALLSAUTOMATICALL
Safety Sticker
Y COVERED.
No Operators License
39
clrinking in Public
28
Open Alcohol in Car
2
Concealed Weapon
Failure to
Dim Headlights
2
WILL YOUR PRESENT HEALTH CARE
,
I•
COVERAGE BE
No Cab Card
1
_ADEQUA
TE IF THESE UNTIMELY EVENTS_C
_
Drunk
and
Disorderly
2,
wrAlr,
Overwidth
Pion now ond protect -you and your
1
family from the cost
No KYU Number
1
of today's health care. BLUE CROSS`
ana-BLvE SHIELD4
'
No Lease Agreement
1
Quality Health Cate Protection Plans .help
you budget
No Dealer Tag
1
.ahead for the unexpectefl illness
or accident and are
Robbery
1
flexible to help meet anticipated events.
Improper Passing
2
Vagrifficy
In 1971, investigate the various programs and
1
Flourishing a
benefits available to_eligihle individuals, families
Deadly Weapon
ond employee grokaprof 4lve or ore
4
• These days, every car dealer is offering.
you a good deal, too.
Passing on a Yellow Line
1
(Farm bureau Members, toe your
you
Form Bureau Agensi
a deal. Including us.
Because we've got the best cars we
Petty Larceny
3
The difference is, our deal includes more
ever had this year, and we're going all-out
No State
KENTUCKY
than a car.•
to give you a better deal than you can get
Inspection Sticker
On cars delisrefed now through
anywhere else:
and
No Privilege License
BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLUL INC.
February 28, during our"What-WouldPlus
set.
KENTUCKY PNYUCIANS Signal, INC
Failure to Yield'
You-INASpecial, American Motors will
3161 Bardstown Road •Louisville, Ky.
aybdeleytovudo 't expect
.. this much from
Right
of
40205 •e (502)452.1511
Way •
give you a General Electrii 12-Inch
For more information, comphrte and
a car dealer, but, if you had to compete
to Emergency Vehicle
mail
the
coupon
today!
It
Showman Moots, Atimr.uumm
P .hle TV with any new.car you NIL
.
with GM,ford
Striking another Person
fieftlers,
--synow.0
e. more."_
-- -- from urc
What would you do?
Allowing Unlicensed
But Lbatdoesn't mean we won't give
BLUE CROSS •Ael, BLUE SHIELD
driver to DriVe
31h1 Ilitiaisf•vin le-a-ci - Liows.itle Xy
2
'40105
4
Assault and Battery
3
NOME
Curfew
Violation
NAM(
10
AMISS
Window Peeping
'1
COMPANY
ADDRESS
B&E
CITY
Contributing to
STATE
•ZiP
Please send- Me, without obligation, information
Delinquency of Minor
on health core benefits and ;eligibility
1
requiremerits.
Immoral and Indecent
Practice with Another
I am. 01,4 peers of Or Of under
O5veoriofog. oq over
Disorderly Conduct
0 A teller student
0 Interested In forming a group
with Auto
I am A Blue Cross ond Blue Shield member. certificate
Mein* Police Offrcer
2
alteoshing 19. CI Getting married. Ej Interested in
upgrading benefits, under age IsS
•
GRAND TOTA:110.-Ammons
1077

N. Viets step up infiltration

Cooper Proposes Bill Changing Burley Controls From Acreage To Pound Quota

i

British coal mining
Lord Robens quits
in protest of sale

Total Citations For '70
Released By Chief Brown

SOME EVENTS CAN BE
ANTICIPATED
IN 1971 ...

For the 6.
next45days,
ourcar deals
will give you
morethan
a car.

OTHERS CANNOT

BUT THEY CAN BE PLANNED FOR.

BLUE CROSS'

BLUE SHIELD*.

i

If you had to compete with GM,Ford and Chrysler
what would you do?
Motors Dealers

CAIN & TriiASnMOTQR SALES
Five Points

lEurray,ly.

-tout. 2

1970 fi
cellent
after 51

AKC
Shepart
months
Call 753

64 MOTs
X10. F
heat, lil
4100.

FENDI
under
Lansini
after 5:

1966 Di
Suzuki.
$130.00.
753-9574

SEVER
and sc
sizes. 0
double
cabinet:
2199.

HOGS:
Duroc G
400 lbs.(
2401.

ATTEN
- money
yard, 4
Kendall
constru
gromlet:
at Belk':

"AKC
weeks o
Don't lo:
season
Male, $11
683-1764.'

CHEVY
$15.00. '
Clarlflet
$5.00. NI
$5.00. Cl
see after
Ave.
THREE
$12.00.
Infant gi
up to sizi
PUPPIE
weeks
Make Liu
3110.
REGUI
cash rei
items ar
9091.
WOOD492-8695
AKC RE
puppies.
KEEP
despite
family_
electric
K.
BELT()
hearing
hearing

LADY
two day
4:00 p.
Concon
transpo
how.'F
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said
..pa
the
oche
: or

FOR SALE

used," Senator
e emphasized
the bill so that
and "I hope
• tings of farm
in weeks," he

AKC REGISTERED German
Shepard puppies, white, 7 two
months old, 1 nine months old.
Call 753-1461 or see Howard Bucy.
J12C
64 MONARCH Mobile Home, 55
X10. Fully carpeted, electric
heat,like new. Phone 753J13C
4100.
FENDER SOLID State Amp. Still
under warranty. 3-12 inch J.B.
Lansing speakers. Phone 753-2863
J13C
after 5:00 p.m.
1966 MOTORCYCLE, 120 cc
Suzuki. In -Excellent Condition.
$130.00. Leaving school. Phone
J1IP
753-9574.
SEVERAL ALUMINUM storm
and screen windows, various
sizes. One combination doqr, one
double drain board sink, with
cabinets. Make Offer. Phone 436J11C
2199.
HOGS: READY for slaughter.
Duroc Gilts weight around 300 to
400 lbs. One large sow. Phone 7532401.
JI1C

tied nearaids a stuFletcher
Its rallied

FOR RENT

REAL k_STATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1970 HONDA, low miles, excellent condition. Phone 763-9509
JlIC
after 5 p.m.

Quota

itorivirmaggr

1 JMI
/
11
2

*Rh
asnar
any
re-

$7,300.00 Will buy this house and lot located at 103 Spruce St.
This 2 bedroom frame is available for immediate occupancy.
-• _
$12,500.00 is all the money required to buy this 11,4 story 4
bedroom located at 304 South 15th. Very nicely decorated
with carpets through out the downstairs. An excellent investment for a home or rental.
$17,500.00 buys this 3 bedroom brick veneer located at 1702
College Farm Rd. Other features; one bath, kitchen, dining
area, large utility and a large family room. If you insist the
owners will redecorate the interior to your taste.
Located on the Martins Chapel Rd. just out of the city limits,
we have a very nice 3 bedroom frame with aluminum siding,2
car garage,paved drive, extra large kitchen, electric heat and
2 acre lot that
/
lots of closets. This home is situated on a large 11
is partially fenced for a pony or horse. Will trade or sell.
An excellent buy is available in this 3 bedroom, brick veneer,
with central heat and air. Also 2 tile baths, kitchen and den
combination, living room, carpets, storm doors and windows
and a fenced back yard. This home has been very well taken
care of and can be bought for only $24,500.00. You will certainly want to see this,home if you are considering buying. or
building.
A large fireplace located in the den of this home is the center of
fine family living. Newly decorated with new carpets and
drapes also set the Climate for a great home buy. Located at
1712 Magnolia,this colonial offers 3 bedrooms,2 baths, central
heat and air, many built in appliances, a 2 car carport, paved
drive, large corner lot, all for only $25,750.00.

1708 Keeneland offers you a truly well built home. This is
another fine home that is available for irnrned4te occupancy.
Featured are 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carin range and oven, dishwasher, disposal, 2 car
ATTENTION FARMERS! Save,_ Pets,
- vas-, 3 tearport, large utility room, outside storage. This bogie is
- Morley cal plantbed -din
The special feature IS a
yard-,--4Trard and 5 ita widths"' extremely clean and well decorated.
fireplace.
a
with
den
Kendall Mills 22x 18 rot resistant, large
with - metal
construction
4/biles east of Murray on Highway 94, we are offering
Lciad4td'
gromlets. $7.88 per 100 yard cover
3 bedroom colonial brick veneer home on a 1
beaUtiful
this
at Belk's in Paris, Tenn.
J11C
acre let. City water, 2 car garage, paved drive, central heat
and air, carpet in living room and bedrooms, drapes,'
2 baths, Wilt in 1965 this home is in excellent confireplace,
PETS
dition.
"AKC LABRADOR Retrievers, 9
At 1704 Audubon Dr., we have a real teriffic tri-level. This
weeks old, Excellent bloodline.
home was built in 1969 and is for sale only because the owners
Don't lose ducks & doves next
were transfered from Murray;Seven rooms and a garage plus
season. Females $75.00, one
make this an ideal hOlthe for the
Male, $100.00. Phone Owensboro -r 2 baths, utility and 9 closets
with plenty of privacy,*era te
family
small
a
or
family
large
JI1C
683-1764."
dining room, separate den with fireplace are outstanding
features. Carpeted through out plus central heat and air.
CHEVY 14" Wheel and four tires,
Real elegance is offered • in this fabulous home. Four
$15.00. Violin g size. $50.00.
bedrooms, separate dining room and separate den with a
Clartflet, $40.00. Bongo drums
beautiful fireplace. The kitchen hasverything, pantry in$5.00. Maracas $1.00. Telescope
tastefully decorated through out, large 2 car garage,
May
cluded,
$5.00.
pistol
BB
$5.00. CO2
at this one before you build.
and air.
heat
Ryan'
central
see after 4:00 p.m. at 1668
JIIC
Ave.
Investment:
Choice duplex $305.00 per month income,only I year old. Three
THREE OVAL braided rugs,
bedrooms to each unit, separate central heat and'air per unit
$12.00. Also new baby swing.
and each unit has a utility room, carpeted through out.
Infant girl and little boys clotheS
Detailed effort was involved in the design and construction.
up to size 4. Phone 753-8256. J11C
Business lot and building located across from post office,
where the Maple Leaf resturant was located. The building is
PUrNES, HALF Chihuahua, 6
sound. Buy this and own your own office building
structurally
weeks old. Also Siamese cat.
$8,400.00
business.
or
Make vionderful pets. Phone 753J12C
3110.
Arta;fine lot in Panorama Shores for only 62,000.00
REGULAR SERVICE station
cash register. Registers gallons,
items and cash sales. Phone 753J12C
9091.
WOOD-Call Johnny Underwood
J12P
492-8695 after 4.p.m.
AKC REGISTERED Irish Setter
puppies. Phone 901-247-3784. J12P
CARPETS beautiful
footsteps of a busy
Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer $1.00-8I Big
J16C

BELTONE FACTORY
hearing aid batteries foxOrnake
ITC,
hearing aids. Wallis,

SERVICES OFFERED

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
tilitET SERVICE

Louls, No.

Crossword Puzzle

APARTMENT for girls, electric
heat, air conditioner, private
entrance, 1603 College Farm
J12C
Read. Call 753-2377.
HOUSE TRAILER 10 x 50 with
electric heat and air conditioning. Phone 753-7853 or 753J15NC
6231:NOTICE

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control ,
and

Pt ANI: us

Murray, Ky.

1 Stitch
2 Based upon,, A
3 A state (abbr.)
4 Affirmative
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ANY VULTURE CAUGHT
SITTING ON MY "
- SNOWMAN 661.5 CLO6ERE0i

O

Nancy

CALL COLLECT
901-424-7340
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
of
Jackson, Tenn

WHY THE
STARS ON
YOUR
HE

,

WE ALSO HAVE
DECALS FOR
BONE HEAD
PLAYS

THEY'RE DECALS-WE GET THEM FOR
KE
AT
AN
EVERY IMPORTM
PLAY WE

444P

BOB

°
0
HELP WANTED
Seer

A Multiple Listing Realtor

i

FURNACE -INSTALLER, Sheet
metal worker, full time, experience preferred. Contact
Tinsley Heating and Air Conditioning, Murray,Ky.,753-4857.
J12C1

Abbie &

Slats

TAMMY- -WirwOUT OlviNG OEAR
1446 BEEN LACIER WATER FOR
ALA405T 7Q,54iNuT5. 8A7NLE-55
WAS GONE AFTER HER-'At Now--

OLD ESTABLISHED firm needs
BLARSTED DOUBLOONS
man at once for general store
15 WCSZTH 'THE LIVES C.
- ELP WANTED
work. Must be honest and willing
PAL-AN'A swesAT
OL
AN
time. Good working
10046 'UN LIKE 74MATI!!
'Office Phone 753-4342 iome Phone 753-5020 to work. Fullworking
- hours and
conditions,
"uwiesam-LADY TO perform house work
Answer in own handNiamey.
wages.
two days per week-10:00 a.m. to
_.
writing giving experience and
NOTICE
TO BUY
WANTED
New
in
Hamlin
at
4:00 p.m.
Box 32 K, Murray,
P.O.
to
etc.
Concord area, Must have own 'REE PICK-UP and delivery
J11C
Kentucky.
transportation. Will pay $2.00 ner_ with all-major repair during. 25 to 50 acres, must be accessible
site.
building
J12C January: Billington Forsee and contain good_
_how.'Phone 436-5320.
-r
'
"
not WANTED: EXPERIENCED
are
J14C.. Improvements
Tractor Co.,Inc •
to
necessary. If you want to sell and waitress. Apply in person
IL'il Abner
your price is reasonable please Saucy Pig Bar-B-Que, 1409 Maim
NOTICE
NOTICE
FOR A MIL AnW
JI1C
era write fully giving location etc.
A WEEK?,To: P.O. Box 1245, Paducah, Ky.
Bur-7- EYRE
THEY ALL
JI3C
42001
REFUSES)
PAUPERS!!
• FRONT END ALIGNMENT
CAREER POSITION: salary
THE
tuDDE0fcommission.
phis
-9WANT' TO taue electric trains $540.00 month
• BRAKES RELINED
REme.L_E!American Flyer or Lionel, any Insurance Trainees; _company
JOB!!
• MOTOR TUNE UPS
Industrial
fee.
agency
pay
will
753-2707
age or condition. Phone
J29NC Production foreman; salary
Murray,Ky.
• MUFFLER, EXHAUST, TAILPIPE
$650.90 month. Experienced
-4
REPLACEMENT
secretary; shorthand required.
!tens'
tit AZT TO buy; logs and stando.4
salary open. Jobs Unlimited
lumber
• SHOCKS REPLACED
sale
for
have
Also
timber.
1627
,
Phone and sawdust-Murray Saw Mill Effittrinyntent ;Agency.
Broadway, nititicah, Ky., phone
and Lumber Cde.Phone 753-4147,
Jit
.
416r.
Murray, Kentucky

DOW.111

Years

.TI4EF.E5 A VULTURE SITTING
OP'Youa SNOWMAN ...

42 Observe
11 Arrange in
folds
15 Communist
17 Part of leg
19 large birds
SO Paradise
52 Myrobe
se Spanish
article
55 Welch pocket
$7 Bucket
59 Near
61 Falsehood
63 War god
65 Poker stake
67 Be mistaken
68 Time long
since past
69 Bound

1
:8"
0
Budgeiterins arranged
or Free Home
Demonstration
Day oil Night

US A TRY!

502 Maple Street

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

v- Member Chamber of Commerce

its with railroad frontage.
160 acre farm adjacent to cit
inancing can be arranged for a
Can be bought at a barga
responsible buyer. 91Vinday for additional inforniation.

Donald R. Tucker, Realtor

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . .. Winter oil Summer

Horne Owned and Opejaleit Over 20
e of Kentucky
v Licensed by

We will fuinish
and completely install
-3 full rooms or -up to
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
nylon carpet with tackless
installation over .heavy
duty sponge padding
for,the total Price of

• 120' xA choice selection of building lots are available. itic'size
1.98' on Sycamore Ext. Buy one now and be ready for the
opening of the new Murray High School, nancing available
to qualified buyers.

TO LIST OR BUY ... GIVE

Protect Your Home!

100 S. 13th Street
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite

WALL TO WALL CARPET

Also in Panorama, I have a basement cabin and lot, furnished
and ready to go. Beautiful view of Blood River.

•

AUTOS FOR SALE

'NOTICE

NOTICE

1966 FIARLANE GT, maroon,
EXPERIENCED MAN wants full
ONE AND two bedroom
off white interior, 390 engine in
nished apartments. Zimmerman time body work. Phone 492-8699.
excellent shape. Good tires.:
Apartments South 16th Street.
J14C
Priced to sell. See at 101 Clark'
J11C
Phone 753-6609.
Street or phone 753-4572 for inFOR ALL your home alterations,
formation.
J15P4
HOUSE. UNFURNISHED. Ideal repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
1914
Call
7534123.
old.
Free
estimates.
home,
for couple. One bedroom
•1
Fl1C
SERVICES OFFERED
completely carpeted, stove and
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
refrigerator. 10 miles out on Irvin
..tt •
Cobb Road. $85.00 per month.
WILL BABYSIT in my home foit4
Ph. 256-5847
NASHVILLE, TENN.
E, VERSATILE,
JIIC RESPONSIBL
Phone 753-9247.
any Age child by the hour, day or •
large background in all phases of
T.
Ph. CH1-3140
week. Phone 753-6809, Fox plant mfg. supervision, mainMeadows Mobile Home Park.
FURNISHED FIVE room house tenance etc" Enjoy meeting
with bath, near Kirksey. Phone people, ejeellent references. Any
J14C type, -work considered. E.M.
489-2963.
ROME (UPI) - Parliament'
Gustafson, 247-3720 Puryear, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE member- Alberto Ciampaglia
10 x 40 ELECTRIC trailer, two Route 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
has filed a bill _that would give"
J13P ABOUT 250 Acres of land on both 44 ACRE FARM near town. Has the finance ministry a say in,'
bedroom, air conditioned, 38222.
sides of good road. Priced 40 x 48 pole barn and large pond. the awarding of titles of.
walking distance oI.-tollege.
$75.00, water furnishW. Call 753.- GENERAL REPAIRING, odd reasonably. Phone 753-2532 days Mostly under good fence. Im- knighthood to businessmen. Hie*
r 753-3953 nights.
J14C mtdiate possession. Call owner said the purpose was to make'.
J12C jobs, painting. Phone 435-5802.
1203.
J14P
753-2532 days or 753-3953 nights.
sure the state does not knight'
JI4C tax evaders.
apartment
NICE FURNISHED
PAPER TWO WATER-front lots at
for three or four girls. Phone 753- PROFESSIONAL
•Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
7381- days or 753-5108 after 5:00 hanging and painting. All work Panorama Shores. Located on
a
M000
or
435-5842
0000M
Phone
J16C
guaranteed.
p.m.
Jack's Creek Call 436-2289, J13NC
5 Painful spots
ACROSS
MOMMMO 000000
TFC
382-2299.
6 Comely
0000000 30
7 Man's nickname
Agile
1
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
00000 0[0101
MOO
8 Openwork fabric
5 Reach across
NOTICE
NOTICE
9 Novices
three or four college boys. Also
0000 0100 0=0
9 Pedal digit
10 Faroe Islands
12 Great Lake
00MM 0000100
nice private rooms with cooking
whirlwind
13 Heraldic
10000 0000
11 Latin
facilities. Phone 753-7381 days or
device
M00000 10000
cornunction
14 Still
J16C
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
M000 MOO 0000
17 Exists
15 Pronoun
SPIDIRS
'II MITIS
19 Alternating
16 Father
0130 00000 GUM
Are Poison
current
fat Your Home
18 Sailor
MO 0300300 00
71 Leave out
(coital.)
0015000 SIM1M00
ROOMS _ FOR Girls. 1626
23 Leak through
20 Note of scale
00000
00000
2$ Deprive of
22 Places
Hamilton,two blocks off campy.
INV
LS
inhabitants
21 Musical
Kitchen facilities. Come by or
26 Gets up
passage
foil
Spread
60
Zoo
43
with
Desire
J13P
27
Goals
27
cell 73-9279.
soAcHas
attendant
eagerness
-&01241,29 $talk
46 Put off
28 Owt
Frtoc h erticle
- Carry Germs
31 Weighrisifridia
48 Wipe rut
41,
,
11
32
Servant
Prem.,. not
30
62
for
Suitable
-NICE 8 room dorm'.
Negative
51
3-4 Period of time
33 Cozy corner
64 Artificial
GET AID Of
53 Note of scale
10 to 16 girls.. Large kitchen,
36 Greek letter
language
3$ Unusual
56 Body of water
37 Courtyards
PESTS
plenty of bathroom space. Ideal
38 Melody
66 Symbol for
58 Unit of Latvian
39 Musical
nickel
753cerrency
Phone
40
Title
group.
instruments
for Sorority
41 Pronoun
7381 Days or 753-5198 after 5. J13C

LOOK

KEEP
despite
family.
electric
_
K.
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Laird Says Nixon Can
'Meet or Beat' May 1
Goal for Withdrawals

:';*4, 2*:";*',7;*VI t't*2*2"'

Quotes

LITTLETON'S

From Tito

News

MONDAY—JANUARY 11, 1971

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

.4

(p
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
By United Press International
LONDON —Bill Butcher, who °I
took a customer from his shop. zI
to a hospital and decided he
himself should undergo an
examination which disclosed a
:
e
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, involved substantial Allied ca- possibly fatal blood clot:
By KIM WILLENSON
The United States lost "I still can't get over it. Best eI
sualties.
Joint
Chiefs.
of
chairman
of
the
SAIGON 1UP! —Defense Seseven dead and 17 wounded, good turn I've ever done."
cretary Melvin R. Laird said Staff, was flying to •Phnom
and 1,843rd U.S. helicopter of
the
Tuesday
to
look
at
Penh
today the military situation in
war downed by Communist WASHINGTON —Rep. f. edthe
South
Already
10500
war
there.
South Vietnam was so heartenfire, military spokesthen said. ward Hebert, who will be
ing the Nixon administration Vietnamese were. operating in
Military sources said 27 other chairman of the House Armed °I
could "meet or beat" its goal of Cambodia to try to hold off a
were-injured when someone Services Committee, criticizing :
GIs
onslaught.
CommUnist
e
reducing U.S. troop strength to
threw a fragmentation hand relaxing of regulations in the
these
of
2,000
of
A
force
284,000 by May 1.
°I
while
midst
their
grenade
in
forces:
armed
But the situation in Cambodia South Vietnamese were pushing
they were fighting among " ... Those in charge in the .4'
was steadily worsening and westward along east-west High""I
way 1 which links Saigon and themselves Saturday night at military who are going to go eI
miles
240
camp
base
allow
Boa
and
themselves
Thy
around
to
a
hoping
to
clear
Phnom Penh,
be sucked in by permissiveness
route for the transport of fuel northeast of Saigon.
Allied military sources in had better pause and wait and eI
to the Cambodia capital where
e
the shortage was becoming Saigon said 2,000 South Vietna- watch and look and listtn and :
(Continued From Page One)
mese troops have begun an see what's happened to this
critical.
zI
there was no one left to resist." Another South Vietnamese operation aimed at clearing the country."
op
force including 60 trucks and area around the road linking
jeeps branched off from that Saigon with the Cambodian WASHINGTON —Rep. Carl
who
will
Albert,
become °I
Get the message? Intolerance operation to try to sweep capital of Phnom Penh.
from
south
leading
of
the
House
and
speaker
4
who zI
Highway
and persecution, subjugation and
Communist forces in Cambobigotry, suppression and op- Phnom Perth to the deep water dia have cut other ground links opposes President Nixon's plans eI
are
everybody's port of Kompong Som and the with Phnom Penh, all but to share revenues with the
pression
business, not just the person, oil refinery 120 miles southwest. isolating the capital and forcing states:
°I
being Cambodian Prime Minister the rationing of gasoline and "He wants to hand out money
persons or group
we don't have to states and
Lon Nol flew today to Kompong
maltreated.-,
electricity. An airlift to provide localities
no
strings e
with
Som for the second time in a
the city with supplies and attached. Wherever a local :
c4)
week to try to . coordinate the
gasoline was being considered government is foundering for
C.,
,
Yesterday there was a dinner Cambodian part of the clearing by allied forces.
inefficiency or some other
sponsored by the International operation. Cambodians have
Students at Murray State suffered heavy losses in two The sources said the—South- reawn will be expected to
University at the Murray weeks of futile efforts to reopen Vietnamese operetion"-began shore it up."
°I
Woman's Club clubhouse on Vine the road.
Thursday near the town of
eI
street. We call them international • Laird made his statement as Kompong Trabek on Highway 1, SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. —A
four
days
of
he
wound
up
explaining
presidential
aide
students rather than foreign
about 50 miles southeast of
students because we like it conferences with Allied and Phnom Perth and 60 miles Nixon's choice of the name "La
better. Foreign carries an =- American officials and headed northwest of Saigon. No contact Casa Pacifica" for -his 'estate: °:
pleasant connotation while in- for Honolulu. He said U.S. troop was made with Communist "It was his idea."
°:
ternational, to us, has a nicer morale was high and that the forces until Sunday, when four
program of turning the ground guerrillas were killed in a
flavor.
the
South
war
over
to
°:
skirmish.
Vietnamese would_ beLvirtually - In -Phnotn Penh, military
We -' have Well over 200 in- complete by May 1.
ternational students at Murray Though declining to go into police raided7a-French-ownedNEW
YORK (UPI)—The
State and these fine young people detail before presenting his electronics shop early today stock market opened higher on °:
and
arrested
five
Vietnamese
°:
deserve recognition and support. report''to President Nixon, the
moderate turnover-today.
It takes a special something to go defense secretary said he tad suspected of being Communist
'1
Reports
that
the
Nixon
to school thousands of miles from "a most heartening assessment agents., Police said the names administration is ready to °:
of seven suspects—including
your native home.
f the situation in Vietnam."
reduce business taxes in an
battlefields two not there when the raid effort to revitalize the economy °:
Indochina
On
0
oday fighting was scattered was carried out—were captured were expected to generate :
We do not know what, if anything, t some of it was heavy and from Viet Cong' units during a additional demand for stoeks, -0
battle southwest of the capital
the university is doing for these
although many analysts note
earlier this month.
students. They should receive
the .''market. is overbought and
Allied
spokesmen
in
Saigon
who
is
inSomeone,
support.
said that American and South due for some consolidation
terested,should be named by the
ARIEL
Vietnamese troops killed 142
president to give them help,
Shortly
after
the
opening,
the
mmunists in weekend fightkuclance, encouragement, sense (Continued From Page One
ing. Officials said 3.1 of the Dow Jones industrial average
of belonging, etc.
mrnunists were slain 'Sunday was up 0.20 at 837.21. Of the 389
A-art-in the-fuse box and the fire
was out on arrival of the firemen tin a major battle 56 miles issues on the tape, 177 gained,
while 85 pointed lower.
Some even need financial help. who reported back to the station orthwest of Saigon against
In the steel group, U.S. Steel
South
at
Vietnamese
5:32
p.m.
paratroopers.
Language is a problem for some.
tacked on 3 to 331., while
These are all top notch young
Armco gained
4
to 214.
people with most of them holding
Bethlehem surrendered
to 23.
spite
scholastic
standing
in
high
Du Pont gained
to 1347
.in
of the language problem
the chemicals, Allied Chemical
to 25'2.
In the oils, Standard of
Many of these students feel they
California added k4 to 5472,
are treated like step children, are
with Pennzoil up .
7 to 301..
arrive.today.
KENNEDY
(UPI)—
CAPE
discriminated against or not
All three spacemen originally Superior picked -Up a full point
The Apollo 14 astronauts began
given proper aid of any kind.
an unusual preflight semiqua- were due here Sunday for the to 175.
new
health Nortnwest industries • swung
rantine today to reduce chances start of the
program,
but
Roosa
decided
to rip '4 to 19-31 in the rails, but
their
Jan.
31
We feel the university should take illness would delay
fly to the Cape early today. A Norfolk & Western dipped 11. to
moon.
to
the
launch
steps
to
recognize
immediate
Mission commander Alan B. spokesman at the Manned 74'4. UAL Inc. rose I. to 2442
these students, and go to some
Shepard
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